1 Introduction

Search rank fraud, i.e., the posting of large numbers of fake activities for products hosted in commercial peer-opinion services such as those provided by Google, Apple, Amazon, seeks to give the illusion of grassroots engagement, and boost financial gains [1–4], promote malware [5–9] and even assist censorship efforts [10, 11]. Search rank fraud continues to be a significant problem [2, 12, 13], after years of investment from service providers [14–16] and the academic community (see § 2 for related work).

We posit that one reason for this failure stems from our misunderstanding and underestimation of the capabilities, behaviors, and strategies of the professional raters recruited to perform search rank fraud: existing work is built on assumptions about professional raters, that are either extracted from small datasets of fraud, made based on intuition, or revealed by commercial site insiders. We have recently challenged these assumptions, in qualitative studies that we performed with professional raters that target Google services [17–19]. We found raters who evolved fraud-posting strategies that circumvent and even exploit key assumptions made by fraud detection work (§ 2). This makes some raters particularly successful. For instance, 90% of 1,164 Google Play accounts that 39 professional raters revealed to provably control, were still active one year later.

In this project we envision that knowledge of the authentic capabilities, behaviors and strategies employed by empirically validated raters, will enable us to develop solutions that efficiently manage and contain search rank fraud, by detecting, classifying and neutralizing its effects. To realize this vision however, we need to address several challenges:

- **Fraud diversity.** Fraud detection and classification solutions need to flexibly target diverse types of fraud organizations, behaviors and strategies, such as the ones that we found in preliminary studies [17, 18]. Examples include (1) federated fraud, carried out by raters who organize in mostly static teams (see Figure 1 for a photo of a team’s brick-and-mortar offices) and post fraud from hundreds of mobile devices and tens of thousands of user accounts that they pool, and (2) organic fraud, generated by individual operators with personal accounts and devices, who mix fraud among genuine activities, and form ad-hoc teams.

- **Binary classification is not enough.** The remarkable success of fraud suggests that the current, binary classification of activities, e.g., fake vs. honest reviews, fraudulent vs. genuine accounts, followed by the removal of detected fraud, fails to stop prolific federated raters, who can easily create new accounts and post new fraud. Further, the decentralized nature of organic fraud enables it to elegantly evade status quo assumptions, e.g., that fraud produces synchronized, lockstep behaviors or suspicious activity spikes.

- **Training and evaluation of developed solutions.** Commercial platforms are close-sourced, and their Terms of Service (ToS) prohibit posting fraudulent activities. However, fraud detection and classification solutions need to be trained using large sets of ground truth data, and, importantly, need to be evaluated in production-like environments, under real-time fraud posting conditions.

**Project Contributions.** We build this project on the thesis that to be effective, fraud detection and classification efforts need to involve the organizations and individuals who contribute to search rank fraud. Therefore, we organize the project in research modules that engage with professional raters to (1) collect ground truth knowledge and evaluate defenses, (2) develop fraud detection and classification solutions that adapt to rater strategy changes, and (3) attribute fraud to the organizations that posted it.

More specifically, in Research Module A we leverage our finding that the behavior patterns of professional raters extend beyond the sites that they target, to notably include their use of mobile devices and user
accounts. To address the first of the above challenges, we posit that such behavior patterns can be used to classify fraud according to the type of rater posting it. We will build RacketStore, an app market-inspired site and mobile app platform, to collect detailed ground truth behavior data from professional raters and honest users.

In Research Module B we build on results from Module A to develop and evaluate the first solutions that disentangle organic from federated fraud, and from honest behaviors. We will build realistic adversary models that emulate observed and reported rater behaviors and constraints, and successfully circumvent existing fraud detection solutions. We leverage the novel conjecture (based on preliminary data) that the operation constraints of federated and organic raters impose distinguishable patterns of use of the devices that they control, to develop an adversarial learning process that (1) trains a discriminator network to identify fraudulent online activities, and classify them according to the characteristics of the raters who posted them, and (2) iteratively improves a fraud generation network to produce synthetic fraud that is hard to distinguish from honest activities.

To address the second challenge, in Research Module C we complement and extend Module B to develop fraud de-anonymization solutions that further classify detected federated fraud, by attributing it to the organizations responsible for posting it (e.g., see Figure 1), and enable us to identify the resourceful and influential rater federations.

We will further use RacketStore to address the third challenge: recruit professional raters to install and use RacketStore, thus evaluate developed solutions online with real raters, and monitor the evolution of their behaviors and strategies. In addition, we will leverage RacketStore to propose a departure from the standard retaliation approach (e.g., closing of accounts, removal of reviews), to instead develop solutions that neutralize the effects of search rank fraud on its intended victims, i.e. the users.

1.1 Intellectual Merit
In this project we develop solutions to study, detect and prevent fraud in online services, and techniques and platforms to evaluate developed solutions. We introduce the following novel research contributions:

**RacketStore: Evaluation and fraud profiling platform.** Introduce the hypothesis that professional rater behaviors can be used to identify fraud and classify it according to the rater type. Build the first platform, techniques and protocols, to (1) collect data about the behaviors of professional raters and honest users in peer-opinion sites from their mobile devices, and (2) evaluate developed solutions online, using live raters, with proven expertise in search rank fraud.

**Adversarial learning based fraud classification.** Model fraud generation as a constraint optimization problem, and introduce activity sequences, timelines of constraint-satisfying actions. Develop techniques to extract activity sequence embeddings, and develop a deep, adversarial learning approach to iteratively train convolutional and recurrent neural networks, to disentangle organic and federated fraud from honest behaviors. Develop fraud generators to produce benchmark datasets of synthetic, fraudulent activity sequences that defeat state-of-the-art defenses.

**Fraud de-anonymization.** Introduce fraud de-anonymization and pseudonymous rater discovery problems. Leverage identified rater behavior patterns, the unique opportunity provided by the detailed, device-level data collected through RacketStore, and network representation learning techniques, to develop predictors that attribute fraud, and identify accounts and devices controlled by the same organization.

**Fraud vaccines.** Develop RacketStore-based solutions to neutralize the effects of search rank fraud, by nudging users toward making safer decisions when acquiring products with peer-opinion feedback.

2 Related Work

**Fraud Detection and Adversary Assumptions.** State-of-the-art research on detecting peer-opinion fraud uses machine learning to classify fake vs. honest reviews [20–36], and fraudulent vs. genuine accounts [36–45]. Solutions are built on key assumptions about adversarial behaviors and capabilities, which include (i)
bursty activity [22, 26, 27, 34], i.e., that raters post reviews in quick, suspicious sequences, (ii) lockstep behaviors [31–33, 46], i.e., that raters synchronize the user of their accounts when posting reviews, (iii) review plagiarism [20, 21, 24, 28] and distinguishability of machine vs. human generated reviews [47], i.e., that due to human limitations, raters either copy-and-paste their reviews or use review generators, (iv) extreme reviews and deviation [28–30, 35], i.e., that raters seek to minimize their work thus post only extreme ratings, and (v) ratio of singleton accounts [34–36], i.e., that a promoted product often receives many reviews from accounts specifically created for this task. However, in previous work [17], we found that professional raters have evolved strategies to bypass defenses built based on these assumptions. Instead, in this project we will develop fraud detection and prevention solutions that are consistent with the capabilities, behaviors and strategies reported and inferred from real professional raters.

Modeling Online Fraud. Previous work has studied the creation of fraud in a variety of online services. For instance, in Twitter, Thomas et al. [48, 49] investigated fraudulent account markets to monitor prices, availability, and perpetrated fraud. They also identified suspended accounts, and studied the behavior and lifetime of spam accounts, and the campaigns they execute. Stringhini et al. [50] studied follower markets by purchasing followers from different merchants, and discovered patterns and detected market-controlled accounts in the wild. In Facebook, De Cristofaro et al. [51] studied page “likes” performed by fraudster “farms” using honeypot pages, and analyzed temporal, social and demographic characteristics of the likers. Critical operational details of fraud markets have however remained mostly unstudied. In this project we will instead directly engage and seek insights from professional raters, and use them to build realistic models of fraud, synthesize evaluation data and develop next generation fraud detection and prevention techniques.

Other similar studies have different goals. To highlight the methods and prevalence of scammers, specific to Nigeria, Park et al. [52] collected three months of data using an automated system which posts honeypot ads on Craigslist, and interacted with scammers. For instance, Portnoff et al. [53] used NLP and ML-based methods to determine post type, product and price on cybercriminal market offerings. Further, Wang et al. [54] used empirical crawled data to identify SEO campaigns and documented their impact on promoting search results for several luxury brands. In contrast, the protocols that we will design to interact with raters will seek to identify online service vulnerabilities that raters exploit, their strategies to avoid detection, and their intrinsic weaknesses, to be exploited by the next generation of fraud detection solutions.

Collecting Training Data. Previous work has used crowdsourcing to recruit raters to write reviews for existing venues [55, 56], purchase Twitter followers from specialized markets [50], or deploy Facebook honeypot pages to collect fake likes [57]. Such an approach raises ethical and ToS concerns, as peer-opinion sites forbid the creation of fraud. Instead, Yang et al. [58] collected Twitter spammers who posted links to phishing and malware sites, while Seneviratne et al. [59] collected apps removed by app markets due to being spam. Such techniques do not provide ground truth assurances, since they build on solutions with inherent false positive rates. Further, we are not aware of sustained academic efforts to identify and collect ground truth honest activities and accounts. Others, e.g., [60, 61], use datasets of fraudulent and honest activities revealed by commercial services. The well-documented failure of commercial services to prevent fraud casts doubts on the quality of such datasets. Instead, in this project we will build RacketStore, an app market platform that will enable us to ethically collect fraudulent and honest data, and evaluate fraud detection solutions that we develop, in a live environment, with real professional raters.

3 The Model

System Model. We consider general, online services with peer-opinion functions, that host accounts for products, their developers, and users. Such systems include app markets (e.g., Google Play, Apple Store), crowdsourced review forums (e.g., Google Maps, Amazon, Yelp, TripAdvisor), and social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter). Developers use their accounts to upload information about their products, e.g., apps, pages, physical goods, or venues such as restaurants. Users can interact with the product from a registered device through an activity, e.g., install, view, review, like. Certain activities, e.g., reviews or likes, are
expected to be performed by users only for products they have previously installed, used, viewed or visited. Most online services provide an account validation functionality, where they request the account owner to prove control of a mobile phone, e.g., by providing its calling number, then retrieving a code sent to it through SMS.

**Search Rank.** Products with higher engagement, e.g., that receive more positive reviews, installs, views, or likes, achieve a higher search rank, become more influential, and are acquired more frequently and generate more revenue, either through direct payments, ads or impact on public opinion. In Yelp for instance, it was shown that a one star boost in rating, helps restaurants increase revenue by a 5-9% margin [62, 63]; in Facebook, the top 20 fake news stories about the 2016 elections received more engagement than the top 20 real election stories from major media outlets [64].

**Adversary Model.** Adversarial product developers hire professional raters (or raters), i.e., specialized organizations and/or individuals, to perform search rank fraud campaigns, i.e., promote their products by posting many stellar reviews and ratings, and create the illusion of grass-roots engagement with their products.

We build on knowledge we acquired in previous investigations [17, 19, 65], to consider a diverse ecosystem of often ingenious professional raters, and avoid making strong, restrictive assumptions about their organization structures, capabilities, skills and strategies. For instance, we found that many raters control multiple accounts (also known as sockpuppets [38–44, 66]), ranging from only a few to thousands [17]. We further found raters that are federated, organic, and hybrid. Federated raters organize in static teams, with hierarchies and sometimes even brick-and-mortar offices (see Figure 1), and pool resources such as accounts and devices. Organic raters are lone individuals who use their own devices and accounts to post commissioned reviews. We have infiltrated 16 groups hosted in Facebook (with a total of 86,717 members), that are used by professional raters to organize and communicate. We found substantial evidence of flexible, hybrid rater organizations: federated raters further crowdsource their search rank fraud work, by broadcasting job details on such groups; organic raters collaborate through exchange reviews, by committing to write the same number of reviews for the products promoted by others.

### 4 Research Plan

We introduce and develop fraud management solutions that target validated fraud posting strategies of professional raters. We organize this project into 3 main modules, illustrated in Figure 2: In Research Module A we develop the RacketStore platform, to collect detailed, ground truth behavior data from professional raters and honest users, and provide an evaluation environment for the fraud detection solutions that we develop in Research Module B and the fraud attribution solutions that we develop in Research Module C. We employ an iterative, adversarial-training approach that (1) integrates fraud posting strategies discovered in Module A into the solutions of Module B and C and (2) expands ground truth datasets from evaluation efforts of developed solutions onto the platform of Module A. In the following, we detail our plans for each module.

#### 4.1 Research Module A: Build a Training and Evaluation Platform

We will build a platform to collect training data and evaluate developed solutions.

**The Problems and Preliminary Results.** The current academic approach to train fraud detectors, is to use data available from commercial peer-opinion sites. However, the documented inability of commercial...
peer-opinion sites to contain fraud [1–3, 5–11] suggests that such data is not sufficient. For instance, in previous work on Google Play [17] we found that 90% of 1,164 accounts we verified to be controlled by 39 professional raters, were still active one year after the raters revealed them.

Further, we currently have an inaccurate and incomplete understanding of fraud: Most fraud detection solutions are built on a few key assumptions about adversarial behaviors and capabilities (§ 2), that are either based on intuition, extracted from small datasets of fraud, or that have been revealed by collaborators within commercial sites, and need to be taken on faith. In a qualitative study [17] with recruited professional raters, through semi-structured interviews consisting of 116 questions about fraud-posting capabilities and strategies in Google Play, we found participant-revealed behaviors that circumvent key assumptions, e.g., lockstep behaviors [22, 29, 32–34, 67–71], suspicious activity spikes [20–22, 24, 26, 28, 31, 34, 51, 69, 72–81] (§ 3). We also found and validated participant-revealed techniques to bypass Google-imposed verifications, strategies to avoid detection and even leverage fraud detection to enhance fraud efficacy.

In addition, while good data is essential to any machine learning task [82–84], we do not have efficient solutions to collect feature-rich ground truth data about the behaviors of both professional raters and honest users in peer-opinion sites. In previous work we have collected ground truth fraud data [17, 18, 65, 85, 86], however, not honest user activities. Further, data currently available for collection, and most existing fraud datasets, consist only of the end-result of user activities, i.e., (fake) reviews or (sockpuppet) accounts, and do not include background information on the users and their activities, e.g., the device used to post reviews or how the device was used prior to posting an activity.

Lastly, but importantly, we are not aware of any existing platform that can be used to evaluate and compare developed fraud detection and classification solutions under the daily operating conditions encountered by commercial peer-opinion sites. Such an evaluation and comparison is vital to the development of new fraud management solutions.

**Approach Overview, Intuition and Novelty.** In this module we will build RacketStore, the first app market-inspired platform dedicated to collecting detailed information about the activities of honest users and professional raters, in particular from the devices that they use to access peer-opinion sites. The intuition behind this effort is that the fraud-posting constraints imposed on various types of professional raters are likely to result in distinguishable patterns of device use. For instance, we expect and will investigate that (1) federated raters use the devices that they pool, mostly to post fraudulent activities, (2) honest users use their devices solely for personal purposes, while (3) organic raters use them to perform a mix of personal and fraudulent activities. We will investigate whether this will impose observable differences between honest users, organic raters and federated organizations, in terms of, e.g., the apps that they have installed on their devices, and the patterns of their app and device usage.

A second fundamental goal of RacketStore, is to be the first online evaluation platform for fraud detection and classification solutions, with fraud posted in real-time by recruited raters (see § 4.2.3 and § 4.3.2).

### 4.1.1 Details of Proposed Work

Similar to commercial peer-opinion services, RacketStore will consist of an online site and a mobile app. The site will implement the basic functionality of a commercial system, e.g., an app market like Google Play (see § 3), but will not host real products and apps, including executables (i.e., apks), thus cannot be used to distribute malware or misinformation. Instead, we will use existing tools [87, 88] to invent new product concepts, names and logos. An early prototype of the RacketStore site is available [89].

We will further build the RacketStore mobile app, to be installed on the mobile devices of users, and be a portal to the RacketStore site. The RacketStore app will periodically collect snapshots of device use details, e.g., (1) the apps installed, (2) the currently used app, (3) the accounts logged in, and (4) the device status, e.g., battery level, available memory, screen on/off, sleep mode activation, SIM card in, etc. Early experiments with a preliminary app version, suggest that we can collect the currently used app once every few seconds, while keeping the compressed, daily collected data under 400Kb. We will experiment with
a broad range of mobile devices to ensure minimal impact of RacketStore on device operations, including CPU, battery, bandwidth and required permissions. We will seek participant feedback to ensure that they are comfortable with the required permissions and keeping RacketStore installed for several weeks.

We will recruit professional raters through specialized groups in Facebook, Whatsapp and Telegram as we have done in [17], and also from crowdsourcing sites that specialize in fraud, e.g., [90–95], as we have done in [19, 65, 85, 86]. In a pilot study, we contacted 16 members in the Facebook groups that we infiltrated (see § 3), and 8 agreed to participate and installed the alpha version RacketStore app. This, together with the high number of members in these groups (total of 86,717, § 3) provides early evidence for our ability to recruit professional raters. Further, we will develop protocols to recruit and distinguish ground truth honest users, who use peer-opinion sites but have never been paid to promote products. For instance, to access a broad demographic segment, we will advertise our study using ads on sites like Instagram. We will develop and include a short questionnaire into the RacketStore app, to determine if participants satisfy the above conditions (e.g., education background, sites used, participation in campaigns, including white-hat ones). We will deliver the questionnaire at the end of the study, to reduce cognitive bias.

We will develop features that capture if honest users and raters differ in the types of apps they install (e.g., promoted apps vs. malware vs. apps that they actually use), the duration for which they keep them installed and how they interact with them. In our previous work [17], all raters claimed to interact with an app before promoting it, and perform some form of retention installs, i.e., keep the app installed after reviewing it. Further, one of the above pilot study participants, had more than 10 browser apps installed on his device. We will also explore whether the number of accounts logged in on a device differentiates honest users and organic raters from federated raters. In our preliminary study [17], federated raters claimed that they login in up to 5 accounts on any device that they control. However, in the above pilot study we found raters who had up to 40 Gmail accounts logged in on a single device. We will design and conduct semi-structured interviews with participants, after the completion of the data collection process, to help us interpret the collected data and associate it with specific user behaviors and strategies.

In Task B.2 (§ 4.2) we detail our plan to use the collected information to train supervised learning models to detect and classify fraud. Further, in § 4.2.3 and § 4.3.2 we describe plans to use RacketStore to evaluate and compare developed fraud detection and de-anonymization solutions, while in § 5 we discuss plans to use RacketStore to neutralize the effects of fraud.

4.1.2 Ethical Considerations

We will follow the best ethical practices for conducting sensitive research with vulnerable populations [96]. We will clearly declare our identity, research objective, and potential impact on the participant work without following any sort of deception. We have IRB approval for most studies that we will conduct in this project.

RacketStore will not host real products, thus any reviews or ratings posted by participants will not impact users. To prevent non-consenting users from using the RacketStore app, the app will ask the user upon startup, to type a unique, 6-digit code, sent only to recruited participants. Consistent with Google and IRB policies, the RacketStore app will present to the user a list of permissions that we request, the data that we collect and its intended use. The user will need to consent and grant permissions, in order for the app to start collecting data. We will use GDPR [97] and NIST [98] recommended pseudonymisation for data processing and statistics, and other generally accepted good practices for privacy preservation.

4.2 Research Module B: Fraud Detection and Classification

The Problem and Preliminary Results. In previous work [85, 86] we have developed fraud detection techniques that correlate detected review relations with linguistic and behavioral signals extracted from longitudinal Google Play app data that we collected [99]. However, in [17] we have shown that some raters have evolved behaviors that evade detection. Notably, we have documented the popularity of organic fraud, which, due to its asynchronous nature, is much harder to detect than federated and inorganic fraud. For
Figure 3: Fraud detection: adversarial learning approach. The constraint-satisfying fraud generation (CSF-Gen) block of Task B.1 produces synthetic fraud sequences that satisfy requirements identified in Module A. These sequences help train FraudGen, an autoencoder, to efficiently generate realistic, hard-to-detect fraud sequences. We use FraudGen sequences and ground truth honest sequences (Module A) to train the fraud discriminator network (FDNet, Task B.2), then iterate to use FDNet to improve FraudGen.

instance, organic raters are less likely to exhibit lockstep behaviors, and the products that they target are less likely to exhibit suspicious activity spikes. Fraud posted from organic accounts and devices is further camouflaged among, and needs to be disentangled from real, honest activities of the rater.

Thus, the goal of this module is to develop solutions to detect and classify fraud-posting behaviors, that remain effective with the evolution in rater behaviors and strategies. One challenge in building accurate fraud classifiers is that we do not have enough data, which is essential for any machine learning task [82–84]. Alone, the ground truth data that we collect in Module A will not be sufficient to train complex models.

Overview of Approach and Novelty. We leverage review-posting constraints reported by professional raters and timelines of rater behaviors collected from RacketStore, to build realistic adversary models. We will use these models to generate large sets of synthetic fraud data. Given our need to design detection solutions that go beyond state-of-the-art fraud, we seek to generate synthetic data that is (1) realistic, i.e., emulates observed behaviors of validated raters, (2) satisfies requirements reported by raters in semi-structured interviews [17], and (3) is not detected by existing defenses. We will share generated fraud data with the research community, as a benchmark to compare newly developed fraud detection solutions.

We will use adversarial learning [100–102] to pit the developed adversary models against fraud detection networks, and iteratively refine and improve both. Figure 3 outlines our proposed approach, a minmax game between two main components: FraudGen, a generator that mimics professional rater activities, and FDNet, a fraud discriminator network. The following tasks describe plans to develop these components.

4.2.1 Task B.1: FraudGen: The Fraud Generator

Previous work [47, 103] has proposed deep learning-based generative solutions for fabricating review text. In this task we recognize that the review text creation process is only the tip of the iceberg. We propose instead a holistic generative fraud approach that considers all aspects of the fraud creation process, thus a spectrum of constraints encountered by genuine professional raters when performing search rank fraud activities. For this, we introduce and use the concept of activity sequences, timelines of activities performed by a user, e.g., opening a user account, registering a mobile device, validating the account, product acquisition (e.g., installing, uninstalling or purchasing a product), reviewing the product.

CSFGen: Constraint Satisfaction Fraud Generator. We will first use data collected and rater strategies discovered in Module A (§ 4.1) to develop optimization problems that model the real-life constraints of raters in their daily fraud-posting routine (e.g., job specs, finite resources, detection avoidance), and their quest to maximize financial gain. For instance, we define a device management optimization problem for a professional rater who controls \( n \) devices and needs to simultaneously promote \( m \) products. Given \( x_{ij} \),
the number of accounts from device $i$ used to review app $j$, $R_{ij}$ the number of reviews to be posted for product $j$, and $p_{ij}$ the payment to be received after successfully posting a review from device $i$ to product $j$, the problem will seek to maximize gain $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} p_{ij} x_{ij}$, subject to constraints such as (1) post all required reviews: $\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} = R_{ij}$, $j = 1..m$, and (2) post at most $t_{i}$ reviews from device $i$ to any product: $0 \leq x_{ij} \leq t_{i}$, $i = 1..n$, $j = 1..m$).

In addition, we define a lockstep behavior avoidance optimization problem that seeks to optimize the rater use of his controlled user accounts when targeting a product. Let $W_{ij}$ be the number of products reviewed in common by two accounts $i, j \neq j$. Let $u_{i}$ be decision variables for account use, that is 1 if user account $i$ is used to promote the product (0 otherwise), and let $y_{k}$ be decision variables that model new account creation, i.e., $y_{k}$ is 1 if account $k$ is created to post review (0 otherwise). Since raters reported different costs for posting reviews from old accounts ($p$) vs. from new accounts ($q$), we seek to maximize profit $p_{1} \sum_{i} u_{i} + q_{k} \sum_{k} y_{k}$ subject to constraints such as (1) previous lockstep of any two accounts $i$ and $j$ used to review the product should be below a threshold: $W_{ij} u_{i} u_{j} \leq t$, $i, j = 1..n$, $i \neq j$, (2) all purchased reviews should be posted from either old or new accounts: $\sum_{i} u_{i} + \sum_{k} y_{k} = R$, and (3) using only the client-imposed number of old and new accounts: $t_{u} \leq \sum_{i} u_{i} \leq t_{u}$, $t_{y} \leq \sum_{k} y_{k} \leq t_{y}$.

We will use CSP solvers, e.g., [104–107] to generate fraud sequences, i.e., activity sequences that a professional rater needs to perform to satisfy constraints, e.g., purchase a new device, open a new user account, install or purchase a product, post a review.

**FraudGen: Deep Learning Fraud Generator.** In previous work [17] we confirmed that raters adjust their strategies to avoid detection. Thus, a static, CSP-based approach to model fraud does not allow us to model the evolution of fraud, after new defenses are deployed. To enable the exploration of such fraud strategy adjustments, we will build FraudGen, a DNN-based fraud generator, to synthesize fraud sequences with two objectives: satisfy the constraints defined above, and be labeled as honest by the fraud discriminator of Task B.2. For instance, we will use variational autoencoder [108] networks, trained using synthetic fraud sequences generated by the above CSP-based generator. Thus, we will train FraudGen encoder layers to crystallize the above constraints into a latent vector, such that random latent vectors passed through trained decoder layers, will produce fresh fraud sequences that satisfy the above constraints. In preliminary work [109, 110], we used an autoencoder to extract a core of invariant features from images, and provide a camera-based authentication using personal objects. In this project, to train the encoder and decoder layers of FraudGen, we will define cost functions that include a reconstruction loss that models the number and importance of constraints that are not satisfied by fraud sequences reconstructed by the decoder.

**Activity Embeddings.** To convert activity sequences into values that can be used as inputs by neural networks, we leverage the similarity of the above activity sequences to natural language to generate activity embeddings [111, 112], that capture the characteristics of the neighbors of an activity and/or word. We will pre-train word embeddings by optimizing an auxiliary objective (e.g., predicting a word based on its context) in a large unlabeled corpus of activity sequences consisting of the above CSFGen-generated fraud sequences and ground truth honest activity sequences (Module A).

4.2.2 Task B.2. FDNEN: The Fraud Discriminator

**Manual Feature Investigation.** We will use the mobile device-level data that we collect in Module A, to identify features that model differences between the various types of professional raters and honest users. Examples include the app rotation frequency, i.e., how often apps are installed/uninstalled, the number of installed apps that are flagged as suspicious (e.g., VirusTotal, Google SafetyNet API [113]), the number of installed apps that the user has reviewed, and statistics over the times that the apps were kept installed, before and after they were reviewed. Other feature sources include the accounts simultaneously logged in on a device, the timelines of the device being idle, in power save mode, or with the screen off, battery and available memory, and review typing style of the user (e.g., cut-and-paste vs. manual typing vs. mix).

We will use these features to identify fundamental conflicts in fraud posting strategies, and inform
and evaluate fraud detection and classification solutions that we develop in this project. For instance, we conjecture (and will verify) that the time that an honest user spends on apps, has a long tail distribution (i.e., a few apps are used much more frequently than most others). This conflicts with product developer requirements that hired raters should increase (and make uniform) their time to interact with the apps they promote.

FDNet: DNN-Based Fraud Discriminator. We will investigate the ability of the extracted features, to train standard supervised learning algorithms to differentiate between fraud posted by organic and federated raters, and from honest activities. However, a static discriminator will become obsolete with evolution in professional rater strategies. To address this problem, we will build FDNet, a deep neural network-based fraud detection approach, that can be adversarially trained as described above, to adapt to rater changes.

We will first explore a convolutional neural network (CNN) based FDNet, that takes as input the above activity embeddings pre-trained on large unlabeled corpora (see Task B.1) and outputs probabilities that the sequence is honest, or contains fraud. The intuition behind our exploration of CNNs for activity sequences, are location invariance and compositionality: the same constraints apply at various locations in an activity sequence. FDNet’s convolutions will “slide” over contiguous activity sub-sequences. To address the difficulty of training from scratch all the parameters of a CNN, we will leverage transfer learning [114, 114, 115] to reuse layers and weights from networks performing similar tasks. For instance, we will use the first layers of CNNs dedicated to NLP tasks such as sentiment, subjectivity and question type classification [116, 117]. To address the fixed-sized input restriction of CNNs we will further investigate recurrent neural networks (RNN), including LSTM [118, 119] and GRU [120] networks, that handle input (i.e., activity sequence embeddings) of arbitrary length. The sequential processing of RNNs is further suitable to capture the inherent sequential nature of activity sequences, where units are words or even entire activities, and develop their semantic meaning based on previously processed units.

We will further investigate if existing fraud detection solutions (§ 3) are able to flag activities in FraudGen sequences, and use successful solutions as a secondary discriminator, to further train FraudGen.

4.2.3 Evaluation Plan

In addition to cross-validation experiments using data collected in Module A and generated in Task B.1, we will also implement the developed fraud detection solutions in the RacketStore platform (§ 4.1), and evaluate them online, with professional raters recruited following the protocols developed in Module A. We will use standard metrics (precision, recall, F1-measure) to evaluate performance.

We will design online experiments where we monitor recruited raters in order to observe their approach to bypass fraud detection solutions. For instance, we will ask a subset of recruited raters to post persistent reviews, that are not filtered by the RacketStore site for a certain number of days. In addition, we will ask another subset of raters to post reviews that keep the product’s average rating above a specified value. Both job types are standard for professional raters. We will then document the strategies employed by the participant raters, to re-post reviews after our fraud detector filters them. We expect strategies that include (1) raters re-posting their reviews from different accounts and/or devices, (2) changing the review text and/or rating, and (3) waiting longer before posting subsequent reviews. We will use observed behaviors (and collected data) to inform the FraudGen model that we construct in Task B.1, thus keep our defenses relevant to newly observed adversary behaviors.
We discuss ethical aspects of our experiments, in § 4.1.2.

4.3 Research Module C: Attribution of Federated Fraud

The Problem, Approach Overview, Novelty and Preliminary Results. The solutions that we develop in Module B will classify resources (e.g., accounts, devices, reviews) as honest, organic or federated, but will not be able to detect the large fraud federations, who control many resources. To address this, we introduce the fraud de-anonymization problem, illustrated in Figure 4: Given a user account or device detected in Module B to be controlled by a rater, determine which of a set of previously identified professional raters actually controls them. Since the set of known raters will be only a subset of all professional raters, we further define the pseudonymous rater discovery problem: Given a set of suspected fraud-promoting accounts and/or devices that could not be attributed to any of the known raters, identify new groups of accounts and/or devices, such that each group is controlled by a different organization.

We are the first to propose to attribute discovered fraud to raters, and discover the federated raters responsible for posting large amounts of fraud. In early work [19] we conjectured that professional raters have a unique writing style that we can use to attribute fraud. This however was effective only for a subset of the raters; in later work [17] we found that this assumption does not always hold, due to plagiarism, the organizational structure of federated raters, and specific developer requirements. Instead, in this project we leverage the unique device-and-site usage data that we collect in Module A (§ 4.1) to build a function (illustrated in Figure 5) that predicts if two devices and/or accounts are controlled by the same organization, then use the function to attribute discovered fraud, or group it by source.

4.3.1 Proposed Work

Probabilistic review-posting model. We consider a probabilistic review-posting model from devices and accounts controlled by raters, inspired by Su et al. [121], and validated using data that we collected from professional raters [17, 18]. For instance, given $\mathcal{U}$ the set of accounts and $\mathcal{S}$ the set of products hosted in the online system, we assume that an account $u$ controlled by a rater, is likely to review subjects in a pairwise-disjoint family of sets over $\mathcal{S}$, $\mathcal{F}_W = \{\Omega_1, \Omega_2, \ldots, \Omega_m\}$ with different multiplicative factors $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m$ describing $u$’s responsiveness to each $\Omega_i$. $\Omega_i$ denotes a subset of products with a common set of features. We assume that the review history of an account is described by a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables $R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_n$ where $R_k \in \mathcal{S}$ represents the $k$-th subject reviewed from the account. Therefore, an account’s review posting behavior is characterized by $\mathcal{F}_W$ and $r_i$ for all $i = 1 \ldots m$.

Let $\{p_j\}$ be a probability measure over the sample space $\mathcal{S}$, related to the popularity of the subjects: $p_j \geq 0, \sum_{j=1}^{\vert\mathcal{S}\vert} p_j = 1$. For any fraudster profile $(W, U, S) \in W^*$, we define random variable $R_k(\mathcal{F}_W, r)$
with values in \( \mathcal{S} \) and with the probability distribution \( P(R_k = s_j) = \frac{r skeptical estimate of \( \hat{r} \) is higher, i.e., proportional to factor \( r_m \), if subject \( s_j \) satisfies \( \Omega_m \)'s membership properties. Otherwise, this probability is simply given by the ratio \( p_j / c \). Then, let \( R_1(\mathcal{F}_W, r), R_2(\mathcal{F}_W, r), \ldots, R_n(\mathcal{F}_W, r) \), be a review history suspected to be fraudulent. To build a solution for the fraud de-anonymization problem, given a set of candidate raters, each described by a family of sets \( \mathcal{F}_W \), we will derive the maximum likelihood estimates \( \hat{r} \) and \( \hat{\mathcal{F}}_W \) of the function \( \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{F}_W, r) \), where \( \mathcal{F}_W \) is the family of sets associated with the rater most likely associated with the given review history.

\textbf{Co-activity Relationships.} To define the \( \Omega_i \) sets of the above MLE-based de-anonymization approach, we will explore and develop features that model the similarity of devices, accounts and products. For instance, we will use the device-and-site data collected in Module A to develop features that model common activity (co-activity) relationships between any two user accounts (or devices) \( u_i \) and \( u_j \). Example features include (1) the similarity of the devices, e.g., as statistics over the Jaccard distance of the sets of apps installed and/or used on these devices, over time, (2) the similarity of the accounts, e.g., the products that they have reviewed in common, the order in which they reviewed them, their inter-review times, and the similarity of the devices on which they were logged in over time, and (3) the similarity of their reviews, e.g., in terms of text and star rating. While valuable for providing a human-interpretable intuition of similarity, a manual choice of features may also generate blind-spots that can be exploited by raters. Instead, we propose to further leverage the FraudGen autoencoder of Task B.1 (§ 4.2.1, see Figure 5), and its latent vector that contains the principal features extracted from input activity sequences. Further, we will use them to calculate a co-activity weight of accounts (or devices) \( u_i \) and \( u_j \), e.g., as the dot product or cosine similarity of the latent vectors extracted by FraudGen from their activity sequences.

\textbf{Predict Account Co-Ownership.} We propose to build co-activity graphs over sets of accounts and/or devices. For instance, let \( \mathcal{U}_s \) be the set of accounts that have reviewed a product \( s \). For a threshold value \( \epsilon \), we define the \( \epsilon \)-co-activity graph of product \( s \) to be the weighted graph \( G_s = (\mathcal{U}_s, E_s) \), where \( (u_i, u_j) \in E_s \) iff. the above computed co-activity value of \( u_i, u_j \) exceeds \( \epsilon \). We will use network representation learning to extract vector representations of nodes that enable node classification and graph clustering. We will extract embeddings for each account in co-activity graphs of products targeted by raters using network embedding techniques, including based on multi-hop similarity [122, 123], adjacency similarity [124], random walks [125, 126], and multi layer networks [127]. We will use extracted embeddings to train supervised learning algorithms that predict co-ownership relationships between accounts and/or devices. Another feature that we will use to train this classifier builds on the intuition that accounts and/or devices controlled by the same rater are likely to review products in common. We will then use the above embeddings to cluster accounts, using e.g., \( K \)-means, then extract a co-cluster weight, i.e., the number of times that two user accounts have appeared in the same cluster, in the co-activity graphs of different products.

\textbf{Fraud De-Anonymization and Pseudonymous Rater Discovery.} To de-anonymize fraud, we will use knowledge about accounts in a cluster being controlled by a rater (see Module A), to attribute the other accounts in that cluster to the same rater. However, such information may be conflicting and thus not straightforward to use, since accounts in a cluster may be controlled by multiple raters, e.g., who have previously collaborated on jobs. To address this challenge, we will use the above co-ownership predictor. For instance, we will process each un-attributed account \( u \) in each cluster that has both attributed and un-
attributed accounts. For each account $u_w$ in $u$’s cluster that is controlled by a rater $w$, the co-ownership predictor will determine if $u$ and $u_w$ share the same owner, then attribute $u$ to $w$. Since account $u$ may appear in multiple clusters, for multiple products that $u$ has promoted, the co-ownership predictor may determine that $u$ can be attributed to multiple raters. Instead of using majority voting to break the tie, we will explore a supervised learning approach, to identify and extract features that measure the attribution strength of $u$ to each known rater, e.g., the number of times it was attributed to the rater, the confidence of the co-ownership predictor, and use ground truth data (§ 4.1) to train a classifier.

We will further use the above co-ownership predictor to develop pseudonymous rater discovery solutions that group previously un-attributed user accounts into communities, each controlled by a different, albeit not yet discovered rater. We propose and will build a co-ownership graph $G_c = (V_c, E_c)$, where nodes are rater-controlled, but un-attributed user accounts, while an edge in $E_c$ exists between two nodes if the accounts are predicted by the co-ownership predictor to be controlled by the same rater. Figure 5 shows a co-ownership graph that we have built from data we collected from 5,548 user accounts who reviewed 640 apps involved in fraud. We will investigate and adapt graph partitioning algorithms, e.g., the Karger [128] weighted min-cut, to recursively partition the co-ownership graph into subgraphs that are connected through links of minimal total weight, but each is more densely connected than the original graph. We will also investigate and adapt to the fraud de-anonymization problem, generalizations of dense subgraph identification, e.g., [129, 130] and loopy belief propagation [131].

4.3.2 Evaluation Plan

We will implement and deploy the fraud attribution solutions developed in this module, on the RacketStore platform (§ 4.1). We will recruit raters to post reviews for RacketStore-hosted apps, and will develop IRB-approved protocols to train and evaluate developed solutions. For instance,

- **Training.** We will implement a sequential rater recruitment process, where we only recruit one rater at a time: All the user accounts that post reviews in the specified interval will then be controlled by that rater. We will train the developed fraud de-anonymization solutions using such ground truth attributed accounts. We have IRB approval for this process; In [17] we have collected the first attributed fraud dataset, from 39 raters who revealed a total of 1,664 Google accounts that they used to post fraud.

- **Testing with rater oracles.** We will subsequently recruit multiple raters, then use our trained de-anonymizer to attribute each review-posting account to one of the raters recruited. During this live evaluation, we will lack ground truth account attribution information. To address this, we propose and will evaluate a rater oracle technique: use recruited raters to validate the outcome of our de-anonymizer. For instance, we will ask each rater to confirm which accounts they have used to post their reviews. To verify oracle honesty, we will include in the queried list also test accounts, for which we know the answer, e.g., earlier revealed accounts, and synthetic accounts, that we know are not controlled by the rater. We will use collected data to further expand our datasets of ground truth attributed sockpuppet accounts.

We will evaluate developed solutions on measures that include scalability, processing speed, precision and recall of de-anonymization. We discuss ethical considerations of our experiments, in § 4.1.2.

4.4 Generalization of Approach and Results

We consider a general system that models a broad range of peer-opinion platforms (e.g., app markets, crowdsourced review forums), and a flexible adversary model that aligns with the capabilities, behaviors and strategies that we have seen advertised on specialized groups and forums, and have documented through studies with, and have validated using data that we collected from, professional raters. We believe that the federated rater model, thus also our solutions, apply in both commercial peer-opinion campaigns, and state-sponsored, fake news distribution settings in social networks [132–135]. We conjecture and will investigate that the constraints imposed by the limited, pooled resources of federated raters generate device-use patterns that are both difficult to avoid, and apply to such organizations across the spectrum of influence campaigns.
in peer-opinion sites and social networks.

4.5 Plans to Address Envisioned Difficulties

We discuss several problems that can occur during the execution of this project, and plans to tackle them.

Rater Willingness to Participate. There are no direct local legal policies to criminalize search rank fraud in many countries of the Global South, where most raters in our studies reside. In our previous studies [17], participating raters said that they have never faced any kind of legal issues. Such work is also not stigmatized in most countries in the Global South [136]. Hence, the jobs we will post, are not illegal or unethical according to their own law of the land. Further, we expect that participants will be willing to disclose data and strategies despite risks of countermeasures: in conversations with participants in previous studies [17, 18], we found that they are not convinced of the threat, and are confident to be able to bypass any defenses.

Exploiting RacketStore. Participants in our studies may attempt to inject incorrect information, e.g., by using accounts and strategies that differ from the ones that they employ in real fraud jobs. RacketStore may encourage a “fake fraud” market where people create accounts only to make money from jobs on RacketStore. Raters may also use RacketStore as a training platform, to hone their skills and even prove expertise to prospective employers. We will explore techniques to verify the authenticity of claimed fraud. For instance, raters will be required to login with accounts (e.g., using OAuth 2.0) that they also use in commercial sites, enabling us to inspect the available activities of such accounts on commercial sites. Gaining popularity implies at least partial success of our efforts, providing the research community with access to newly developed fraud strategies and an adversarial training playground, diverted from commercial sites.

Strategies to Thwart Our Defenses. In § 4.2.3 and § 4.3.2 we detail activities to monitor strategy changes imposed by our solutions on professional raters. Our deep learning approach will not provide human-interpretable cues that help detect fraud, but will ensure that our solutions evolve along with the adversary. We do foresee strategy changes to delay fraud attribution, e.g., raters dividing their accounts into disjoint subsets, and promoting any product from only one subset of accounts. Our de-anonymization solutions introduce however a tradeoff between the fraud operation’s efficiency and its detectability: decreasing account reuse decreases profits, and reputable accounts are often preferred in search rank fraud jobs [38, 50, 137].

5 Project Evaluation Plan

We tightly integrate our evaluation into the proposed work: we dedicate Module A to building RacketStore, an app-market inspired training and evaluation platform, then in Modules B (§ 4.2.3) and C (§ 4.3.2) we detail our plans to use RacketStore to evaluate the fraud detection and attribution solutions that we develop.

Fraud Vaccines: User Nudges and Training. In addition, we will use RacketStore to evaluate our ability to influence users to adopt safer behaviors in peer-opinion services, e.g., to raise awareness to search rank fraud and incorporate it into the process of deciding which products to acquire. This differs from the current approach of commercial sites [14, 15, 78], that remove detected fraud. In preliminary studies [17, 99], we observed that fraud removal only further encourages the creation of even more fraud, where raters create more user accounts to replenish closed ones, and post more reviews to replace filtered ones.

Instead, inspired by the recently introduced concept of fake news vaccines [138], we introduce and will implement and evaluate fake review vaccination solutions to train users to avoid products promoted through search rank fraud campaigns. We will design UIs to nudge [139–141] users toward incorporating concerns about reviews, their quality and perceived authenticity, during their product acquisition decision process. For instance, we will extend the product page to include information such as the number of reviews suspected to have been posted by professional rater organizations, the number of detected organizations, the time interval of the campaigns, and the impact that these reviews have on the rating of the product.

We will design protocols to ask participants to use the RacketStore app to search for a desired product, then choose one of the results. We will include among the results, products claiming similar functionality, but some clean and others with indicators of search rank fraud. We will evaluate the impact of the above
nudges (and the rank of the product) on the user product choice. We will use metrics such as the number of users who inspect the presented details (see above), and the number of users who choose to acquire a suspicious product. These protocols will also allow us to train users to include search rank fraud concerns into their decision process, and to avoid products that are suspected of search rank fraud, e.g., by notifying users who choose to install products that include indicators of search rank fraud.

6 Relevance To Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC)

This project is relevant to the information authenticity track: we vertically integrate (1) a study of professional raters who post fraud for products hosted in peer-opinion online services, with (2) the development of solutions to detect, prevent and neutralize the effects of fraud, and (3) realistic evaluation efforts. The covert, detection-avoidance nature of search rank fraud, further relates our project to intrusion detection.

7 Broader Impacts

Our study of professional raters who post fake fraud in peer-opinion sites will help develop and validate, a new generation of fraud detection solutions. This has the potential to help protect millions of online users from misleading information, substandard products, malware and even censorship [3, 4, 8–11, 137, 142]. The proposed approach is also relevant to the study and detection of state-sponsored political trolls, who organize into “armies” [143–146], and use complex strategies to distribute and promote fake news from large numbers of accounts that they control in social networks [132–135].

Broadening Participation In Computing. Given the project’s study of professional rater behaviors and strategies, and the development of protocols to recruit participants to evaluate developed solutions, we expect that underrepresented groups who might otherwise be intimidated by traditional computational work, will find valuable learning experiences in the CaSPR lab.

The PI will leverage the unique opportunities provided by FIU to recruit, mentor and involve in research, underrepresented students. According to the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Profiles, FIU ranks first in the continental U.S. in Hispanic engineering Bachelors degrees awarded. FIU is also ranked 8th in the country in the percentage of graduated African-Americans with B.S. degrees, and educates four times more female minority students than the national average. Over 50% of the undergraduate students in the School of Computing and Information Sciences at FIU are minorities.

The PI has a history of mentoring women and other minority students. He has graduated a female Ph.D. student in Spring 2019. He has also supported and mentored a minority Hispanic undergrad at FIU for the past 2 years, with a year-round REU. The student has graduated in the Summer of 2019 with an ARCH-award winning thesis, and will continue to be advised by the PI, upon his return to FIU as a graduate student in the Spring 2020. The PI has also been a senior personnel on two NSF REU projects, and has mentored 8 undergrad and 2 K-12 students over the past 5 summers, see e.g., [147]).

This project will support 2 Ph.D. students, one expected to be a female Ph.D. candidate. The PI will continue to recruit and support minority undergraduates with separate NSF REU grants. Each supported Ph.D. student will mentor one year-round REU student that we will recruit in this project. At least 1 of the 2 REUs will be Hispanic; both REUs will graduate with a thesis.

Education Plan. The PI believes in a very close hands-on approach for students, making an active effort to engage them individually and as a group to discuss problems, ideas, and papers. The PI has a history of successful integration of research in teaching, regularly including modules on his social network security research, in his graduate and undergrad level computer security courses (e.g., CIS-5373: System Security, CIS-5374: Information Security and Privacy and CEN-5079: Secure Application Programming). The PI will continue to incorporate findings from this project into graduate courses, transform the proposed prototypes and tools into new hands-on instruction labs to be used in graduate level classes, and further stimulate graduate students to get involved in information authentication research.
Community Outreach. The PI has participated in workshops organized by FIU, e.g., the “Burn your Brain” workshop, a 1-day event for local high school students, and has an active collaboration with the Norman S. Edelcup K-8 school in Sunny Isles Beach, advising the research group led by Dr. Christine Todd, comprising 5 female K-8 students. The PI will build on this expertise to organize 1-week long (Monday - Saturday) summer workshops during the 2nd and 3rd summers of the project. To maximize the impact of the workshop, we will recruit 10-15 local K-12 teachers. We will use local contacts and online boards to advertise the workshop.

We will use material from this project to involve the participants in fraud detection, machine learning and design research projects. We will divide the participants accordingly into 3 teams, of 3-5 members per team. Each team will be given an assignment, and will be mentored by the PI and the 2 Ph.D. students. During the first 2 days of the workshop, each mentor will cover background material, including slides and hands-on examples, on fraud detection, supervised learning concepts, and participant recruitment, questionnaire development and ethical concerns during user studies. During the remaining days, each team will work on a specific assignment, inspired by the tasks of this project.

Example assignments include (1) design studies to evaluate human perception of fake reviews, then further split into sub-teams (researchers and subjects) to simulate participant studies, (2) develop a supervised learning classifier of reviews as fake and honest, and (3) develop an unsupervised learning solution to group accounts and reviews by ownership.

Dissemination. We will release RacketStore and the proposed fraud detection and prevention solutions that we develop, as open source, with code available through our lab GitHub account [148] and the CPS-VO. We will publish synthetic, benchmarking data generated in Module B; we will anonymize the data collected in Module A, before making it public. We will report findings via periodic articles and status reports.

8 Project Management
PI Carbunar directs the Cyber Security and PRivacy (CaSPR) lab at FIU, and has relevant expertise in online fraud detection and prevention in Google Play [17–19, 65, 85, 86, 99, 149] and Yelp [150–152], abuse detection and prevention in Facebook [153, 154], and deep learning for mobile authentication [109, 110]. CaSPR lab has exclusive access to the computational resources required to deliver this project: 3 GPU servers (each with 8 GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs) for the deep learning based fraud detection, 4 servers (each with 40 Intel Xeon CPUs@2.20GHz) and 1 storage server (24 x Seagate 10TB) for hosting RacketStore and storing collected and synthetic fraud data. Figure 6 shows the prospective research timeline.

9 Prior NSF Support
#1527153, PI Carbunar, “TWC: Small: Collaborative: Cracking Down Online Deception Ecosystems”, 9/1/2015-8/31/2019, $261,652. Intellectual Merit: The project designs fraud detection techniques for online systems. Broader Impacts: The impact of review based online services makes the problem of fraud detection of significant importance to victims and to the credibility of the services. This project yielded several publications [18, 19, 65, 85, 86, 99, 150, 153, 154] and publicly released several datasets [155].

#1840714, PI Carbunar, “EAGER: An Open Mobile App Platform to Support Research on Fraudulent Reviews”, 8/15/2018-8/14/2020, $149,999. Intellectual Merit: The project investigates, develops and evaluates an online framework (precursor of the RacketStore site but not the app) to study search rank fraud in app markets. Broader Impacts: This platform will advance the evaluation of fraud detection research. The project resulted in publications [17, 18], and releases the app market and its data.
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